
Final Class 
DOCUMENTING THE 

UNDOCUMENTED



LUNCH AFTER CLASS

-lunch/small group discussion 

after class

La Hacienda Taquería

0.8 miles South on Nolensville, 

past 440 on the right



IN THE NEWS SINCE OUR LAST CLASS

Latest news:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HI2u09wItFo

-What is ironic about Ivanka’s statement about her mother being a legal 

immigrant and us being “a country of laws.”

Q: What was did the Trump administration’s have the Justice Dept. request 

to help reunify the separated families that his administration’s policy 

separated?

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-

mix/wp/2018/08/03/trump-administration-puts-burden-on-aclu-to-find-

deported-parents-separated-from-children/?utm_term=.20b8d31831f0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HI2u09wItFo


ANSWER

“Justice Department lawyers wrote in a court 

filing Thursday that the ACLU should use its 

‘considerable resources,’ its network of 

advocacy groups and information from the 

government to locate parents removed to 

foreign countries.” WaPo linked in previous 

slide



YOUR QUESTIONS



EMBASSIES AND CONSULATES









ADDITIONAL RESOURCES AND 

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES

Additional suggestions?









May 2018 on Venezuelan asylum seekers from WaPo:

Last year, 27,629 Venezuelans petitioned U.S. Citizenship 

and Immigration Services for asylum, an 88 percent 

increase from 2016 and up from 2,181 in 2014. So far this 

year, the number of Venezuelans who have applied — nearly 

all of them in Miami — is almost three times as great as any 

other nationality, according to the latest USCIS asylum data.

Unlike the Central Americans who wade illegally across the 

Rio Grande and turn themselves in to U.S. border guards, 

the Venezuelans typically land at the Miami airport with 

tourist and business visas. They are, in general, wealthier 

and more likely to have legal representation, an advantage 

that significantly boosts their chances of being allowed to 

stay, statistics show.

http://trac.syr.edu/immigration/reports/491/


Current plans to curtail the flow of immigrants from the South:

-Safe Third Party Agreement: Make Mexico process them

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mexico-usa-immigration-exclusive/exclusive-

mexico-opposes-u-s-plan-to-make-it-take-asylum-seekers-document-source-

idUSKBN1K23BA

“The safe third country proposal would force asylum-seekers who arrive at the U.S. 

land border via Mexico to apply to stay in Mexico, likely as refugees south of the 

border.” –Reuters

-Updated and reorganized “bracero” program

-Long-term commitment to assisting the countries generating migrants through 

bilateral economic deals and assistance through the World Food Program, the WHO 

and other international relief agencies

-Open Borders: 

Law School Faculty member Robert Barsky of VU

https://news.vanderbilt.edu/2015/09/16/open-borders-not-giant-wall-is-best-

solution-for-immigration-issue/

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mexico-usa-immigration-exclusive/exclusive-mexico-opposes-u-s-plan-to-make-it-take-asylum-seekers-document-source-idUSKBN1K23BA


How many got to see Frontline “Separated”?

Clips: https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/

-How many of the 900 miles of U.S./Mexico border already have a wall? How are the wall-

less portions monitored? How has the number of border patrol agents changed since 9-11?

Watch minutes 3-10

-Who is Sonia Nazario?  What is la Bestia? What dangers are posed to immigrants you 

might not had thought about previously?

-Interim focused on both Trump and Obama presidencies 

-Watch minutes 39-45 What is la “hielera”? How are conditions there? What events appear 

to have sparked a change in the Trump admin’s policy?

https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/


FROM VALERIA LUISELLI’S TELL ME HOW IT 

ENDS: AN ESSAY IN 40 QUESTIONS

“As soon as a child is in the custody of Border Patrol 

officials, he or she is placed in a detention center, 

commonly known as the hielera, or the ‘icebox.’ The name 

also points to the fact that the detention centers are a kind 

of enormous refrigerator for people, constantly blasted with 

gelid air as if to ensure that the foreign meat doesn’t go 

bad too quickly. […] 

The children sometimes have nowhere to sleep or lie down, 

and are not allowed to use the bathrooms as frequently as 

they need to and are underfed. They only give out frozen 

sandwiches twice a day there, a teenager I once screeened

tod me.” (21-22)



IMMIGRATION MYTHS ACTIVITY
IN SMALL GROUPS DISCUSS THE FOLLOWING 

STATEMENTS USING THE QUESTIONS FOUND AT THE END

1: The U.S. is being overrun by immigrants like never before.

2: Refugees are not screened before entering the United 

States.

3: We can stop undocumented immigrants coming to the 

United States by building a wall along the border with Mexico.

Consider the following questions to debunk these myths: 

Where you think this myth comes from? Who benefits from 

this myth? Why is this statement untrue?



THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

-Who is pictured below and what is he known for? 

-Why did so many Dominicans come to the U.S. in the 2nd half of the 20th

century? Who was Trujillo and who did his policies favor? 

-What happened in ’65 and how does that relate to Junot Díaz?

-When he talks about “ni de aquí ni allí” what does he mean?



MEXICO

-Who are the Border Angels and what do they do?

-How many immigrants die daily trying to cross the desert?

-Since 1820, where has the largest group of legal U.S. immigrants 

come? 

-What happened in 1848 and what were the consequences? 

-How did that change in the late 1920s? What was the Bracero 

Program?

-How many Mexicans now live in the U.S.?

Trump, Obama and recent effects of deportation in 

Mexico:

->200,000 Mexicans are deported annually, many of 

whom have U.S. citizen children who don’t speak 

Spanish (this has been going on since Obama admin)

-according to government documents, over half a 

million U.S. citizen children are attending school there

-Mexico has elected its first leftist president in 

decades Andrés López Manuel Obrador (July ’18) who, 

not unlike Trump, was elected with populist rhetoric 

and promises to end governmental corruption



Nicaragua

-’67-79 Anastacio Somoza was president after his father and brother 

with the help of the U.S. intervention and 20-year occupation

-’82: strikes and rebellion against Somoza by revolutionaries of a 

broad-ranged coalition

-Who were the Sandinistas and what happened to them during the 

Reagan administration? Who were the contras and was it okay for 

the U.S.. per international law, to contribute to them? 

-50,000 died due to Sandinista-

Contra conflict

-More than half a million 

Nicaraguans now live in the U.S.

-Minute 57 of <<Harvest>>



El Salvador    1:12 <<Harvest>> 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UyncOYTZfHE

Who was Óscar Romero and how did he differ from others of similar rank? What will 

happen on October 14 of this year regarding this important historical figure?

What is the School of the Americas and what do they do there?

How was the U.S. implicated in the assassination of Óscar Romero and several nuns 

as well?

-94,000 Salvadorans in the U.S. in 1980, now poised to be third largest Hispanic 

group with nearly 2 million living here

-During the Salvadoran Civil War, less than 3% of Salvadoran 

applicants were granted asylum in the U.S.

-Of the $4 billion in U.S. aid to El Salvador during the 1980s, 

70% was spent on weapons and the military.



WHAT CAN YOU DO TO HELP?

-Volunteer time or money to groups like TIRRC or follow them on social media to 

spread news relating to immigration raids, current events, fundraising, and special 

events.

-Ask members of your church to consider making it a sanctuary for undocumented 

immigrants. 

-Write your senators and representatives a letter registering a complaint about the 

hundreds of children yet to be reunited with their parents and requesting 

comprehensive immigration reform.

-Stay woke and watch "Trafficked in America” and other similar programs. ”It aired 

on NPT on April 24, 2018 and its subject was Guatemalan teenagers who were 

smuggled to the U.S. to work in chicken farms with deplorable conditions.” 

https://www.pbs.org/video/trafficked-in-america-pppgmt/

Thanks, Camille

To end on a hopeful note: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WsC5fHwo7lQ

https://www.pbs.org/video/trafficked-in-america-pppgmt/

